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Please note that you need to have a Flash Player plugin in order to be able to play games on this website. Use the button below to download the latest Adobe Flash Player or click here. Fashion Store will start after advertising. Please note that you must have a Flash Player plugin in order to be able to play games on this website. Use the
button below to download the latest Adobe Flash Player or click here. Our favorite business laptop is going to get even better. Lenovo today announced the new ThinkPad X1 Carbon with 10th Gen Comet Lake processors. ThinkPad X1 Carbon with 10. ThinkPad X1 Carbon Specifications Lenovo ThinkPad X1 CarbonStarting Price
$1,479Display14-inch, 1080p or 2560 x 1440-pixelCPUA up to 10th Gen Core i7 (Comet Lake)RAM8GB, 16GBGraphicsIntel UHD 620Storage Up to 2TB SSDPorts2 Thunderbolt 3, 2 USB 3.1 (Type A), HDMI, headphoneSize12.7 x 8.5 x 0.6 inchesWeight2.4 pounds We often see these types of minor upgrades and they are usually pretty
boring, but the frenzy around intel's new 10th Gen chips adds some spice to this announcement. While Lenovo did not reveal which precision processors are coming into the seventh generation ThinkPad X1 Carbon, the company said the laptop could be configured with up to six cores. Take a close look and you'll notice that the only six-
core 10th Gen chip is the Intel Core i7-10710U, comet lake chip. With a max single-core turbo frequency of 4.7GHz, the Core i7-10710U is the most powerful 14-nanometer U-series chip Intel has to offer. In real-world performance, this processor will reportedly be 16% faster than 8th generation chips and 40% better at exporting Office
365 files. The new chips also appear to improve battery life as Lenovo crashed the X1 Carbon's expected runtime of 18.5 hours test this claim when we have a review department). 10. Gen Comet Lake PROCESSORS should not only offer better performance, but also a number of useful features, including Wi-Fi 6 (Gig+), integrated
Thunderbolt 3 and support for LPDDR4x memory.  In addition to the new cpu 10. This means you'll get a new design with a wo wo fibre-to-age texture that accentuates the laptop's carbon fiber materials. The X1 Carbon chassis has also been trimmed to just 0.6 inches and weighs just 2.4 pounds. Other notable changes include the new
14-inch, 4K HDR display option and two other speakers (four in total) that should improve the X1 Carbon sound quality --- and one of the few complaints we've had about the last-gen machine. We sympathize with anyone who bought a short-term ThinkPad X1 Carbon with eighth generation processors, but Lenovo needed to update its
flagship laptop or risk falling behind the competition. Now the Thinkpad X1 Carbon is on par with dell's similar new XPS 13, and we're excited to see which device comes out on top.  Which thinkpad laptop is right for you? © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its Affiliates ThinkPad X1 Carbon Image: Lenovo Intel's 10th Gen chips are making
their way into the world, and Lenovo has a lot of new ThinkPads that are getting new processors that it's announcing today. The new laptops are largely the same as previous designs, in addition to reinforced specs, so don't expect too drastic updates. Leading these laptops is the new ThinkPad X1 Carbon, the seventh generation of
hardware that Lenovo has released. New this year is Intel's just-announced 10th Gen Comet Lake chips in both the Core i5 and Core i7 options (including the Hexacore Core i7 model). It also has an Intel project Athena label, which means it is guaranteed (theoretically) to provide at least nine hours of battery life. The new chips will be
available in September starting at $1,479. ThinkPad X1 Yoga. Picture: Lenovo ThinkPad X1 Yoga is still a similar update, with 10th Gen Core i5 and i7 chips. Unlike the X1 Carbon, it won't get Intel's Project Athena label, but like the X1 Carbon, it's otherwise identical to the previous version. It will also be available in September from
$1,609. The ThinkPad T490 and X390 are also getting new chips. (Both will have the Core i5 and Core i7 options, though not at the top of the hexacore option line.) But like the two new X1 models, the rest of the laptops are unchanged in design terms. ThinkPad L13 Yoga. Picture: Lenovo Finally, there's the ThinkPad L13 and L13 Yoga.
While these are the cheapest laptops Lenovo announces today, they're also the most substantial updates: the new models are updates to the old L390 model. Compared to these computers, offer thinner and lighter patterns. Lenovo also offers brighter displays, smaller bezel frames, an optional IR camera for Windows Hello, and a sliding
integrated ThinkShutter webcam cover. The L13 and L13 Yoga (which, as the name suggests, are rotating models of L13 displays) will also offer Intel 10th Gen chips, although these are optional. Cheaper, less powerful chips will also be available, including Intel Celeron chips. Both models will be available in October, with the L13 starting
at $749 and L13 yoga starting at $919. Lenovo ThinkPad X1 Carbon with Intel CPU 10th Gen is now available. The only variant on Lenovo's 10th Gen website is the Intel Core i7 variant. The Intel Core i7 variant with a 10th Gen CPU costs $2,609. The Lenovo ThinkPad X1 Carbon is now available with an Intel 10th Gen processor. The
new processor comes with a significant increase in performance and new features compared to Intel 8th Gen processors that ship with other variants of the ThinkPad X1 Carbon. The only variant of the device that has an Intel 10th Gen processor is the Intel Core i7 version, which costs $2,609. Intel's 10th generation chips increase
performance over previous generations and also add support for Thunderbolt 3 and Wi-Fi 6 (802.11ax). The Intel Core i7 version, which runs on an Intel 10th Gen processor, features 16GB of LPDDR3 memory, a 256GB M.2 PCIe-NVME SSD and an integrated Intel UHD graphics card. The ThinkPad X1 Carbon features a wo coated
carbon fiber surface, a thin body (14.95 mm) and weighs 2.5 pounds. It also has a four-speaker audio system with Dolby Atmos support. While the Lenovo website only lists an Intel 10th Gen processor with an Intel Core i7, more versions with the latest processors are expected in the future. Faithful powerful workhorse Carbon doesn't
shout about specifications unless you bring up portability and LTE in conversation. Still, it's a powerful laptop that can be relied upon to process video editing and other intensive applications. It is now available with an Intel 10th Gen processor. We can get a commission on purchases using our links. find out more. (Image credit: Laptop
Mag) Presidents Day is long over, but Lenovo's laptop sales fell short at the end of his term. Lenovo sells the ThinkPad X1 Carbon (7th Gen) for $1,499 after --- you may want to sit down for this --- $2,000 discount. This is a high-end model with 1080p display, 10th Gen Core i7 CPU, 16GB RAM and 1TB SSD. To score this agreement,
you will need to use eCoupon THINK, which should be automatically applied at checkout. The Lenovo ThinkPad X1 Carbon is the best business laptop on the market, so you won't want to miss this deal. ThinkPad X1 Carbon: was $3,499 now $1,499 @ Lenovo ThinkPad X1 Carbon is the ultimate trading machine. Config for sale features
14-inch, 1080p display, Core processor, 16 GB of RAM, and a 1TB SSD. Use coupon code THINK to drop its price to $1,499. View DealIn our ThinkPad X1 Carbon (7th Gen) review, we've dubbed the laptop a masterpiece and the best business laptop you can buy, period. The 4.5-star laptop has a thin and light chassis with military
durability. And as always, the ThinkPad keyboard is more comfortable than a keyboard on any other laptop.  Not to mention, the X1 Carbon provides blistering performance from its 10th Gen CPU and this 1080p model lasted 9 hours and 30 minutes on our battery test. But perhaps the biggest improvements to this latest model are its
speakers, which sound great. Presidents' Day is over, so this agreement will only last a few days. Anyone in the market for a commercial laptop should jump on this sale as soon as possible.  Possible. 
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